
United States District Court
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

V.

MEHULKUMAR MANUBHAI PATEL

FILED IN CHAMBERS
I J^S.ryC Atlanta

APR 2 9 2020
'ClertJAME&N, HATTE

By: !epui :;lerk

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

Case Number: 1:20-MJ-345
UNDER SEAL

I, the undersigned complainant depose and say under penalty of perjury/ state the following is true and

correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. From at least in or about August 2019, to in or about

January 2020, in Clayton County in the Northern District of Georgia and elsewhere/ the defendant/

MEHULKUMAR MANUBHAI PATEL, and others known and unknown, did knowingly combine,

conspire, agree, and have a tacit understanding with each other and others, both known and unknown, to

conduct and attempt to conduct financial transactions affecting interstate commerce, which involved the

proceeds of a specified unlawful activity, that is, wire fraud, in violation of Title 18, United States Code,

Section 1343, knowing that the financial transactions were designed in whole and in part to conceal and

disguise the nature, location, source, ownership, and control of the proceeds of specified unlawhil

activity, and while conducting and attempting to conduct such financial transactions, the defendants

knew that the property involved in the financial transactions represented the proceeds of some form of

unlawful activity/ m violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1956(a)(l)(B)(i).

All in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1956(h).

I further state that I am a Special Agent and that this complaint is based on the following facts:

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED AFFIDAVIT

Continued on the attached sheet and made a part hereof. Yes

^. 7£d^>

Signature of Complainant

Jonathan E. Heslep

Based upon this complaint, this Court finds that there is probable cause to believe that an offense has
been committed and that the defendant has committed it Sworn to me by telephone pursuant to Federal
Rule of Criminal Procedure 4.1.

April 29,2020 at Atlanta, Georgia

Date

CATHERINE M. SALINAS

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE
Name and Title of Judicial Officer

AUSA Jolee Porter / 2019r00553

City and State

c
•/li^^^

Signature of Judicial Officer
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AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF AN APPLICATION
FOR AN ARREST WARRANT

I, Jonathan E. Heslep, being first duly sworn, hereby depose and state as follows:

I. INTRODUCTION AND AGENT BACKGROUND

1. I am a Senior Special Agent ("SSA") with the Department of the Treasury, Special

Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program, since 2011.1 have been a duly sworn

Federal Special Agent since 2000. In becoming a duly sworn special agent, I have completed

advanced criminal investigative b'aining to include the Criminal Investigative Training Program

provided by Federal Law Enforcement Training Center, Department of Homeland Security in

Brunswick, Georgia. I further completed the United States Secret Service advanced criminal

investigative training academy known as the Special Agent Training Class in Beltsville,

Maryland. I have conducted criminal investigations during my nineteen-year career at the United

States Secret Service, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the Department of the Treasury,

Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program. My experience and expertise

includes investigations in financial crimes involving theft by deception, identity fraud, money

laundering, wire fraud and other various financial fraud schemes involving financial institutions,

corporate retailers and private citizens. I have conducted criminal investigations involving

financial crimes at the local, state, federal and international levels through my years of

experience. My described experience and developed expertise in financial crimes provides the

justification of the knowledge that is presented in this affidavit.

2. The statements contained in this Affidavit are based on my personal observations,

my training and experience, as well as information obtained from other agents and witnesses.

Based on the included information, your affiant believes there is probable cause for an arrest
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warrant for MEHULKUMAR MANUBHAI PATEL, DOB: xx/xx/1984, Maryland Driver

License NO.: P-340-599-xxxxxx, Alien No. A08879xxxx ("PATEL").

3. Since this Affidavit is being submitted for the limited purpose of securing an arrest

warrant, I have not included every fact known to me concerning this investigation. I have set

forth only the facts that I believe are necessary to establish probable cause that violations of Title

18, United States Code, Section 1956 (Conspiracy to Commit Money Laundering) have been

committed by PATEL and others.

II. INVESTIGATION

Background

4. Scammers have been impersonating Social Security Administration (SSA) Agents

or employees via telephone. The callers, who are typically based in international call centers, tell

U.S. residents that their social security numbers have been compromised and used in various

crimes throughout the United States. The scammers tell victims to withdraw cash, sometimes

package the cash in shipping boxes, and mail it overnight to various locations within the United

States. The scammers tell the victims that these cash shipments are a way to protect their money.

In actuality, the scammers are not protecting the money for the victims, rather they are enriching

themselves.

5. The Social Security Imposter Fraud Investigation is a national investigation that

involves scammers making telephonic calls that originate from international locations. These

international calls are "spoofed" to appear to be from United States locations, typically from the

same area of the country that the victim resides. The fraudulent calls, which sometimes appear to

be local calls from the Social Security office or local law enforcement, give the scammers the

appearance of legitimacy when perpetrating the imposter fraud. The Social Security Imposter
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Fraud has affected almost every state in the United States, including the Northern District of

Georgia.

6. During this investigation, SSA has also determined that the same fraud networks

that engage in SSA scams are also engaging in other scams, including tech support scams. With

tech support scams, the callers purport to be businesses that provide computer services, such as

anti-spyware protection. The callers will obtain payment from victims without providing any

services. At times, the callers will remotely access the victims' computers, lock them out and

demand a ransom, or make their bank accounts appear as though money has been deposited to

trick the victims into withdrawing and mailing large sums of cash.

7. Money Mules are active participants that receive cash from victims who have been

misled by the callers. Money mules receive, transport, ship and/or deposit fraudulently obtained

money from victims of the imposter fraud. Law enforcement investigations have revealed that

scammers and money mules use their mobile devices to communicate via phone, email, and text.

They use encrypted applications like WhatsApp for telephone calls and text messages.

8. Victims identified in this particular investigation were victimized through schemes

involving messages that create a sense of urgency by telling victims that they have some sort of

serious legal problem. Perpetrators tell victims that if they did not immediately take particular

action demanded by the callers there would be drastic consequences, including threats of arrest, or

financial penalties. A common tactic used by the callers is to tell call recipients that their social

security number has been frozen or suspended due to involvement in criminal activities. The

perpetrators tell call recipients that in order to receive a new social security number and to avoid

legal consequences they must pay money through the purchase of gift cards, wire transfers, or

shipment of actual U.S. currency through the mail to a physical address within the United States.
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Example Victims

9. What follows is a summary of the fraud perpetrated on certain victims in this case.

The victim descriptions below are provided by way of example, and this affidavit does not

contain a complete list of victims.

10. On February 5, 2019, an NYPD / HSI TFO interviewed C.M. (Victim #1) a

retired 83-year-old male living in Morrow, Georgia, which is located in Clayton County in the

Northern District of Georgia. In early October 2019, Tech Secure contacted C.M. regarding

lifetime technical support for his computer. The caller told C.M. the fee for lifetime computer

technical support was $6,000. The caller instructed C.M. to mail two separate $3,000 checks to

27901 SW 129th Court, Homestead, PL 33032.

11. Approximately one week after C.M. mailed the two checks to Homestead, PL, he

received a phone call from a man purporting to be "William Patterson" (Patterson) regarding the

lifetime computer technical support for his computer. Patterson told C.M. that Tech Secure was

going out of business and he was entitled a refund. Patterson coerced C.M. into providing him

remote access to his computer under the false promise of a refund. While Patterson was remotely

accessing C.M.'s computer, he was able to access C.M.'s Wells Fargo bank account. Patterson

told C.M. that he had made a mistake while completing the transfer for the refund. Patterson told

C.M. he refunded too much money and C.M. would be responsible for returning the money to

him. Patterson never refunded any monies to C.M., but instead moved money from C.M.' Wells

Fargo savings account into his own Wells Fargo checking account. For this reason, C.M.

checking account appeared to have a higher balance.

12. C.M. made cash withdrawals over several days from his bank totaling $34,000 at

the direction ofPatterson. Patterson provided three names and addresses to C.M. for the
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shipments of currency. Patterson instructed C.M. to use United Parcel Service (U.P.S) for the

three package shipments.

13. On November 15, 2019, C.M. sent $6,000 cash via UPS (tracking

#1Z8R8F710U3295867) to "Kelsie F. Collins" at address 2430 6th Street, NE, Winter Haven, FL

33881-1630 at the direction ofPatterson.

14. On or about November 16, 2019, C.M. sent $18,000 cash via UPS (tracking #

1Z8RF711513290434) to "William Patterson" at address 1804 Rowland Blvd, Deltona, FL

32738 at the direction ofPatterson.

15. On November 18, 2019, C.M. sent $10,000 cash via UPS (tracking #

1Z8R8F711513536599) to "David Jeck" at address 504 York Street, Aiken, SC 29801-4016 at the

direction ofPatterson. "David Jeck" is an alias used by PATEL.

16. On November 21, 2019, J.R. (Victim #2), a 54-year-old male from Ohio who

suffers from a mental disability due to seizure induced brain damage, was defrauded. J.R. was

scammed into sending one UPS package (tracking #1Z2242XXO 171766792) to "Davis Jeck" at

address 504 York Street, Aiken, SC 29801 -4016 containing $ 10,000 cash. Scammers originally

contacted J.R. about purchasing virus protection software to protect his computer. J.R. was

misled into providing remote access to his computer giving perpetrators access to his bank

account. Scammers intentionally deceived J.R. in making him believe he had a virus on his

computer then directing him to pay money to them for their services to remove it. J.R. attempted

to wire transfer $30,000.00 on November 22, 2019, to the scammers, but the transaction was

blocked by his bank. J.R. then had his health aid drive him to the bank where he spoke to the

branch manager and it was determined that the scammers had moved $70,000.00 from his savings

account to his checking account. Based on my training and experience, as well as other instances
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of fraud in this case, I believe that movement of money was intended to trick J.R. into sending the

fraud network additional sums of money.

17. On November 25, 2019, S.Y. (Victim #3), a 65-year-old female from

Pennsylvania who is physical disabled and unable to work, was defrauded. Yaich receives Social

Security disability benefits due to a serious injury. Yaich was scammed into sending one FedEx

package (tracking #778291921694) to "Davis Jeck" at address 504 York Street, Aiken, SC 29801-

4016 containing $3,000 cash. Yaich was originally contacted by scammers about receiving a

refund for vims protection software for her computer. Yaich was misled into providing remote

access to her computer giving perpetrators access to her bank account.

18. From September 201 9 through November 201 9, "C.M.2" (Victim #4), a 70-year-

old female from Illinois, was scammed into sending ten different FedEx packages to California,

Florida, New Jersey and South Carolina. C.M.2 lost a total of $286,000.00 to scammers. An

unknown male contacted C.M.2 in early September 2019 claiming to be a Federal Agent of the

United States Government. Scammers told C.M.2 her Social Security Number was involved with

crimes in Texas and there would be an arrest warrant issued. The scammers called C.M.2

numerous times a day for three months with threats of arrest and other consequences if money

was not sent.

19. On September 27, 2019, C.M.2 sent $80,000 cash via FedEx (tracking

#780099934417) to "Peter Kane" at 504 York Street, Aiken, SC 29801-4016. C.M.2 sent the

package at the direction of the scammer posing as a Federal Agent.

20. On November 19, 2019, C.M.2 sent $5,000 cash via FedEx (tracking

#778153412372) to "Davis Jeck" at 504 York Street, Aiken, SC 29801-4016. C.M.2 sent the

package at the direction of the scammer posing as a Federal Agent.
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21. In mid-November 2019, C.M.2 reported the fraud to police. C.M.2 was

hospitalized soon after due to extreme stress from the ordeal.

22. From August 201 9 through January 2020, G.L. (Victim #5), a 57-year-old male

from Nevada was scammed into sending eight different FedEx packages to locations in South

Carolina. On October 1, 2019, G.L. sent a FedEx package (tracking #776397283485)to "Andy

Smith" at address 6052 Edmund Highway, Lexington, SC 29073 containing $12,500.00 cash.

6054 Edmund Highway, Lexington, SC 29073 was PATEL and his wife's home address. The

6052 address is directly adjacent to PATEL's home. G.L. was originally contacted about

computer software by the scammers. The scheme slowly changed over time while the scammers

continuously contacted G.L. When Social Security agents interviewed G.L. in January 2020, he

believed he would receive all his monies back in the form of a "rebate". In addition to the cash

shipments, G.L. purchased thousands of dollars-worth of gift cards, which he provided to the

scammers over the telephone through text message, email and phone calls. G.L. lost over

$125,000.00 through this scheme.

23. On or about December 18, 2019, M.O. (Victim #6), a 80-year-old female from

New Jersey, was scammed into sending a United Parcel Service package to "Davis Jeck" at

address 504 York Street, Aiken, SC 29801-4016 containing $9,700.00 cash. An unknown male

caller who identified himself as a Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) agent originally contacted

M.O. The unknown male caller told M.O. her Social Security Number was used to rent a vehicle

that was found in Texas with a large quantity of drugs. The caller told M.O. there was an

outstanding arrest warrant for her with no opportunity for bail. The caller told M.O. her bank

accounts were going to be frozen by law enforcement and for her to protect her assets, M.O. had

to send money to the caller.
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24. On December 17, 2019, B.S. (Victim #7), an 82-year-old male from Florida, was

scammed into sending a UPS package to "Davis Jeck" at address 504 York Street, Aiken, SC

29801-4016 containing $11,000.00 cash. An unknown individual claiming to represent a

computer repair company originally contacted B.S. The caller misled B.S. into providing his

bank account information believing he would receive a refund. The unknown caller told B.S. a

mistake was made while providing the refund and $18,000.00 was accidently placed in his bank

account. The caller told B.S. that the money would need to be returned in the form of cash

shipments to the caller.

25. From August 2019 to November 2019, G.P. (Victim #8), a 66-year-old male from

Ohio, was scammed into sending ten different FedEx packages California, Florida, and South

Carolina. G.P. lost over $100,000 to the scheme. An unknown female contacted G.P. stating she

was an officer with the Social Security Administration. The unknown caller told G.P. she was

investigating him for drug trafficking, which could cause him to lose his Social Security benefits.

During this four-month time-period, unknown individuals posing as federal agents, officers, and

judges called G.P. numerous times. All the calls were threating in nature and demanded additional

cash shipments be completed by G.P. to avoid arrest.

26. On September 18, 2019, G.P. sent two packages via FedEx (tracking

#789895369463 and tracking #789894939243) to "David Jonas" at address 1204 Mack Street,

Gaston, SC 29053 containing $10,000 cash and $17,017 cash respectively. G.P. sent both

packages under duress at the direction of the unknown caller posing as a federal agent. "David

Jonas" is an alias used by PATEL.
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Law Enforcement Encounter with PATEL

27. On December 19, 2019, the Aiken Department of Public Safety ("ADPS")

encountered MEHULKUMAR MANUBHAI PATEL, DOB: xx/xx/1984, Maryland Driver

License NO.: P-340-599-xxxxxx, Alien No. A08879xxxx ("PATEL"), for obtaining goods/money

by fraud. ADPS received information from the Westlake Police Department in Ohio investigating

a fraud/scam that an unknown male was receiving cash delivered by UPS to the name of'Davis

Jeck," located at 504 York Street, Aiken, SC 29801-4016, from a victim in Ohio. United Parcel

Service told ADPS that multiple packages were delivered to "Davis Jeck" from various states, and

that there were two more packages ready for pick-up on December 19,2019.

28. UPS employees called Aiken investigators when an individual arrived at its

Customer Center located at 155 Columbia Ave, NE, Aiken, SC 29801-4016 to pick-up the

packages addressed to "Davis Jeck." The UPS Customer Center is .4 miles from 504 York St.

Aiken, SC. The labels on the packages were from victim M.O. ofKeyport, New Jersey and victim

B.S. of Saint Petersburg, Florida. Aiken investigators located the male who arrived to retrieve the

packages addressed to "Jeck," PATEL, inside the store. PATEL matched a photo given to ADPS

investigators by Westlake, OH investigators. UPS provided the packages to ADPS and the name

on the packages was "Davis Jeck" as the receiver on both UPS labels.

29. PATEL was asked by ADPS to drive to its Headquarters for an interview and he

consented. Law enforcement advised him of his Miranda rights and he signed a copy of a

Miranda waiver. During the interview, Patel admitted to possessing a fake identification (ID) that

displayed the name "Davis Jeck" with an altered picture of himself (PA DL #24874658). PATEL

gave verbal consent for Lt. Cameron to look inside his vehicle to obtain the ID. PATEL also gave
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written consent for the search of his cellular telephone (a black Samsung Galaxy Note 8 with a

blue battery pack). PATEL stated that he had picked up numerous packages and delivered them

to several different unknown people, receiving cash in return.

30. Following the interview and arrest on December 19, 2019, ADPS turned PATEL

over to ICE custody on or about December 22, 2019, as ICE had an immigration detainer on

PATEL. Thereafter, PATEL was transferred to ADPS custody on or about January 31, 2020 to

face local charges. On or about March 27, 2020, PATEL was transferred back to ICE custody.

PATEL lacks status in the United States and is subject to deportation.

Search^nd Interview ofPATEL's Spouse

31. SSA OIG obtained a federal search warrant on January 27, 2020, to seize and

search the phone ofChaitali Dave (Dave), PATEL's spouse. The warrant was executed by SSA

OIG on January 28, 2020. PATEL, who lived with DAVE, was in ICE custody at the time of the

search. SSA OIG executed the search warrant with the assistance of the Lexington County

Sherriffs Department ("LCSD"). Once law enforcement arrived at Dave's residence at 6054

Edmund Highway, Lexington, SC 29073, Dave voluntarily consented to the search of her

residence. Dave's consent was recorded on a LCSD body camera and memorialized with a signed

consent to search form. LCSD subsequently obtained a search warrant for the residence.

32. During a search of the residence investigators located a counterfeit Pennsylvania

drivers' license with the name "David R Jonas" and a picture ofPATEL.

33. During Dave's consent interview, she admitted that the phone in her possession

was the subject phone of the phone search warrant. Dave also advised that the phone was the

phone she used to coordinate with her handler, Samir Memon (Memon), who lives in India. Dave

stated that ]VIemon provided her with fraudulent drivers' licenses, directed her to retrieve cash

10
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shipments, and instructed her on where to deposit the cash. According to Dave, Memon would

contact her and PATEL through WhatsApp and provide them with the specifics for each

shipment, including the identity to use in order to retrieve the package (recipient's name),

tracking information, and instructions regarding what to do with the cash in the packages.

34. Dave also admitted that she made all of the cash deposits with aliases for packages

both she and her spouse, PATEL, picked up. She estimated that she personally picked up

approximately 15-20 packages, and that her husband Patel picked up approximately 15-20

packages as well. Dave denied accepting packages that were delivered to 6052 and 6054 Edmund

Highway. Investigators showed her the signatures of the individuals that signed for the packages

delivered to 6052 Edmund Highway noting that one legible signature was "M. Patel." Dave

stated that it must have been her husband, PATEL, who signed for that package.

35. Dave told investigators that both she and PATEL communicated with Memon

through WhatsApp about details of cash pickups. Those details included which alias to use to

pick up packages, addresses where packages were to be picked up, and what bank account to

deposit those funds which furthered the criminal enterprise.

36. Third-party cash deposits are a common money-laundering tactic used by

organized criminal groups. Dave, under the guidance ofMemon, would travel to local banks in

South Carolina to deposit victim monies that were obtained by both her and PATEL. Dave and

PATEL conspired to make third-party cash deposits with false identifications into shell-

companies that were not physically located in the South Carolina region. Once Dave and PATEL

completed the deposit, the cash becomes instantly available to the shell companies and others at

various locations around the United States. Many of the deposits from funds laundered by Dave

11
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and PATEL were traced to the third party companies which then moved victim funds via wire or

digital account transfer in order to further launder the funds.

Contents ofPATEL's Phone

37. After obtaining consent from PATEL to search his phone, ADPS sent the phone to

SSA OIG. SSA OIG obtained a federal search warrant on March 3, 2020, for that phone, a

Samsung Galaxy Note 8, in Case No. 1:20-MC-405 (under seal).

38. During a search ofPATEL's Samsung Galaxy Note 8, investigators discovered

WhatsApp messages between PATEL and an unknown individual at 803-400-xxxx. In the

messages, the unknown individual provided PATEL with the tracking information, Victims #6

and #7's information, the address where the packages would be delivered, and the amount of

money in the packages.

39. A trace of the phone number 803-400-xxx showed it was passed from the unknown

individual through Magic Jack, a Voice Over Internet Provider (VoIP) that allows users to

connect through the internet to originate a phone call, to PATEL. These communications that

furthered the criminal enterprise traversed through electronic wires of the internet and U.S.

telecom providers.

40. On PATEL's phone. Investigators also found pictures and videos of an individual

believed to be PATEL opening UPS, FedEx, and USPS packages containing cash. PATEL's

phone also contained a Bank of America withdrawal receipt for $7,515.94.

41. Based on my training and experience, the information detailed above demonstrates

PATEL took actions to further the phone scam criminal enterprise. PATEL conspired with his

wife, Dave, Memon, and other unknown individuals to orchestrate fraud and launder money,

victimizing numerous U.S. residents, including many senior citizens. Dave and PATEL
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personally picked up at least $400,000 of funds derived from the fraud scheme. The total amount

of scam funds that Dave and PATEL laundered exceeds that amount.

III. CONCLUSION

42. Based on the foregoing information, I believe that there is probable cause to believe

that violations of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1956(h) (Conspiracy to Commit Money

Laundering) have been committed by PATEL, with at least one victim in the Northern District of

Georgia.
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